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WELCOME
An Early Learning Centre’s Parent Handbook is an important
document designed to transmit vital information between ELC
and home and we hope the information contained herein is of use
to you. But what it can’t convey is just how much we know and
care about the girls nor can it give you a sense of what it means
to belong to this warm and nurturing community – these are
features that will be revealed as the days and weeks progress.
Because we’re a small school we’re in the enviable position of
being able to create an environment where every girl feels that
they’re known, seen and heard so that a strong sense of belonging
underpins their time with us.
We want each day in our ELC to be awash with wonder and
curiosity so that they come home to you filled to bursting with
the conversations they’ve had and all that they’ve discovered.
This is the start of a glorious adventure and we’re absolutely
committed to instilling a life-long love of learning in your daughter;
our raison d’etre is understanding the ever-changing needs of little
girls and young women across each phase of their development
from childhood through adolescence and beyond.
We believe in genuine partnerships between home and school
as the basis of having our girls flourish and this Handbook with
its list of key contacts and tips on how to use mConnect is the
start of that conversation but it’s just the beginning. To extend
your understanding of how we work with parents and girls I invite
you to join me for a stroll around our beautiful Junior and Senior
School campus during the year where the spirit of Mentone Girls’
can be experienced firsthand.
Natalie Charles, Principal

WELCOME FROM
THE ELC TEACHERS
A warm welcome to the Mentone Girls’ Grammar ELC community. We feel privileged to be educating your daughter
during her preschool years. As specialists in early childhood girls’ education we are strong believers in empowering our
students to rise to challenges, embrace independence, develop resilience as well as providing a curriculum that takes them
beyond what they already know and can do.
We look forward to celebrating every success and achievement with you and your daughter during her Mentone Girls’
Grammar ELC journey.
Fiona Shepherd, Amanda Hood and Leah Milligan
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OUR MISSION
To empower girls to aspire to excellence, make a difference and,
as enterprising global citizens, rise boldly to the opportunities of their times.
To achieve this, we are committed to providing a challenging, supportive and personalised learning environment, based on
our Christian heritage which values the worth and uniqueness of each person. We dedicate ourselves to inspiring in each
girl an abiding passion for learning, preparing her to become a confident, creative and articulate woman who has the skills,
knowledge, values and attitudes to shape her future, lead with wisdom and compassion and contribute meaningfully to the
international community.
Mentone Girls’ Grammar School also embraces broader aspirations: to continue to stand out among the country’s leading
schools, to be appreciated as an active contributor in our local community and to support the wellbeing, achievement,
positive values, enterprising nature and success of women in our society.
In the Mentone Girls’ Grammar School Early Learning Centre (ELC), the School’s Mission Statement and WAVES priorities
underpin everything we do. Each of these priorities is addressed in the Early Years Framework, which includes setting high
expectations of both students and staff, promoting Achievement and Enterprise, and supporting each individual to achieve
their best.
We combine this with a loving educational environment, and a solid partnership between home and school to give every
student the care and attention needed to develop self-esteem and confidence – the building blocks for Success. It is this personal
approach, together with a focus on student Wellbeing that promotes the positive relationships that enable girls to thrive.
The knowledge of each family, their cultures and values allows us to address the Values aspect of WAVES, combining home
values, PYP values and Mentone Girls’ Grammar School values, culminating in a holistic education and a well-rounded student.
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OUR PHILOSOPHY
Our Philosophy is a statement of our beliefs and values encompassing the basic elements of Early
Childhood Education – the children, their families, the staff, and the Educational Program and
practice at Mentone Girls’ Grammar School.
Every Girl

The Staff

We believe that:

We believe that:

• Is an individual, with their own knowledge, strengths,
ideas, culture, abilities and interests.

• The highest quality practice can be achieved
through continual reflection, evaluation and
development.

• Has rights, which in turn carry responsibilities for
themselves, others and their community.

• Staff work with mutual respect and collaboratively,
and challenge and learn from each other
recognising each other’s strengths and skills.

• Has the right to feel secure, confident and included, and
their dignity respected.
• Develops and learns in her own way and at their own
pace.

• Staff are personal, personable and professional in
all we do, and are authentic, respectful and ethical
in all interactions.

• Agency is promoted, enabling them to make choices
and decisions that influence events and their world.

• Staff are deliberate, purposeful and thoughtful in
their responses, decisions and actions.

• Is supported to embrace the PYP attitudes and Learner
Profiles.

The Educational Program and Practice
The Families and the Community

We believe that our program:

We believe that:

• Maximises learning and development outcomes in
relation to every child’s identity, connection with
community, wellbeing, confidence as learners and
effectiveness as communicators.

• The expertise, culture, values and beliefs of our families
are respected.
• Families share in decision making about their child’s
learning and wellbeing.

• Encompasses child directed play and learning, adult-led
learning, as well as guided play.

• Effective partnerships support children’s access, inclusion
and participation in the community.

• Enables every child to explore, question and think
creatively about the world around them, allowing for
the best opportunity to become global citizens.
• Is built upon critical reflection, evaluation and
assessment in all areas. The foundation of the program
is based upon the strengths, ideas, knowledge, culture,
abilities and interests of the ELC community.
• Takes place in safe and secure environments.
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OUR CAMPUS
Our Early Learning Centre is situated directly across the road from our Junior and Senior School
campus and the students have access to the School facilities for their specialist activities.
The Early Learning Centre offers endless possibilities for
each girl to play, explore, develop relationships and engage
with life’s joys and complexities.

Each room has an indoor play and learning space with
easy access to our outdoor spaces, enabling educators to
implement an indoor and an outdoor learning program
where appropriate. The areas encourage the irls to
explore, roleplay and create in a sensory rich environment.

Each group has a full time Early Childhood Teacher and
a full time Early Childhood Qualified Assistant.
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CURRICULUM
Every day, our ELC girls are full of excitement as they explore environments that are
varied and engaging, with an emphasis on creativity and play. Guided by the Early Years Learning
Framework and the International Baccalaureate Primary Years Program, the
Early Learning curriculum nurtures our girls’ innate curiosity and extends
knowledge and skills through challenging, purposeful experiences.
Both planned and spontaneous, these experiences
embrace the whole child, identifying their individuality and
promoting their agency

At our Early Learning Centre the benefits of our all girl
environment are endless. We believe that the importance
of a balance between child directed play and learning,
guided play and learning, and adult led learning allows for
our girls to strengthen their wellbeing, celebrate their
achievements, enhance their values, become enterprising
members of the community and appreciate the successes
of themselves and others.

Adult led learning encourages our teachers to
be devoted to broadening and deepening children’s
knowledge, skills, concepts and experiences to take them
beyond what they already know and can do. Through
individual, small and large group experience, the teachers
aim to expose our students to new understandings and
challenge their thinking.

Child directed play and learning is an invaluable part
of our day to day curriculum. Environments that are rich,
varied and engaging enable our girls to initiate their own
learning through play. Through choice and opportunity our
girls can express a sense of agency. Such inviting learning
environments have been established through intentional
planning to extend learning. Our girls are encouraged to
work both individually and collaboratively.

We work closely with our families and wider community
to strengthen, inform and support our curriculum. We
embrace the many opportunities to celebrate school,
cultural and national events, and delight in the involvement
of our wider community to support our curriculum
development and implementation.

Guided play and learning reflects our intentional
teaching practices. From greeting the children at the
beginning of each day through scaffolding ideas, interests
and interactions we promote a sense of belong, being
and becoming.

We feel privileged to create a curriculum that supports
and enhances your daughter’s preschool years. It truly is a
wonderful journey!
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AN INTEGRATED CURRICULUM
– ELC CLASSROOM HAPPENINGS

STEAM – Engineering
The engineering component of our program challenges
our girls to design products that will solve a problem or
meet a need. Our ELC 3 students have the opportunity
to experiment and build with a range of construction
materials. Our ELC 4s learn that engineers first plan and
design before constructing their product and use this new
knowledge in play opportunities and adult led challenges.

Our curriculum includes many key learning areas that
support the learning outcomes and objectives highlighted
in the Victorian Early Years Learning and Development
Framework (2016) and the International Baccalaureate
Primary Years Program. As well as integrating the below
in our play based experiences the teachers also develop
individual, small and large group opportunities to challenge
and further our girls’ understanding and knowledge.

STEAM – The Arts
Both child initiated and adult led, the aim of our performing
and visual arts program is to allow the girls to express and
communicate experiences, observations, ideas and feelings.

Child initiated inquiry
We provoke our girls with a range of learning experiences.
These experiences encourage our girls to confidently
explore and engage with social and physical environments
through relationships and play.

STEAM – Mathematics
Our mathematical inquiries begin to expose the girls
to a range of skills and concepts such as positioning,
shape recognition, number identification, one to one
correspondence, measurement and subitizing.

Literacy
The ELC literacy program is a wonderful introduction into
pre literacy skills. Our ELC 3 students strengthen their
literacy understandings through shared story times as
well as speaking and listening opportunities during small
and large group discussion. The ELC 4s are encouraged
to begin to identify some sound-letter relationships with
the help of our school mascot – Red Bear, to begin to
understand how symbols and pattern systems work, and
listen and respond to sounds and patterns in speech,
stories and rhyme. Throughout the whole centre pre
writing skills are encouraged through the many engaging
experiences available that strengthen fine motor skills to
enable our young learners to have the motor strength to
engage in future writing activities.

Sustainability
Our embedded sustainable practices in our ELC focus
on four areas – conserving water, worm farming, reusing
and recycling waste materials and producing our own
food. Through these mini units our girls connect with and
contribute to their world by becoming socially responsible
and showing respect for the environment.
Incursions and Excursions
Our ELC incursions and excursions are used to support
the whole curriculum. They both provoke and summarise
the classroom learning and allow the girls to transfer and
adapt what they have learnt from one context to another.

STEAM – Science

Classroom by the Bay

Throughout the year the teachers plan a variety of
small group provocations and experiences that focus on
science discoveries – with our girls developing a range
of dispositions for learning such as curiosity, confidence,
creativity, commitment and enthusiasm.

Our unique location along the bayside allows the ELC
to utilise Mentone Beach. This ‘Classroom by the Bay’
encourages our ELC 3 students to explore their local
environment in our unique Beach Kinder Program with
wonder, awe and curiosity. The ELC 4s make use of the
local beach to extend their PYP units of inquiry and
classroom curriculum.

STEAM – Technology
Our girls use information and communication technologies
to access information, investigate ideas and represent their
thinking. Our program incorporates the use of computers,
iPads and interactive whiteboards.
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SPECIALISTS

Physical Education, Health and Wellbeing
(ELC 3 and ELC 4)

Ballet (ELC 3 and ELC 4 – optional extra)

Our Physical Education program has been designed
to develop the whole child, challenging and enhancing
their gross motor skills while exploring the outdoors,
participating in group games and sports activities and
exposing our girls to skills they can include in their play and
use to participate in team sports down the track.

Our wonderful ballet teacher, Miss Janelle, provides the
girls with an amazing ballet program that assists in the
development of listening, gross motor skills and coordination skills. The girls have the opportunity to participate
in a Junior School dance concert in Term 4. For information
regarding enrolment in the program please inquire with your
home group teacher or junior school reception.

Our school chaplain, Reverend Philippa Lohmeyer-Collins,
engages our youngest students with interactive stories
and songs that celebrate the WAVES priorities and our
Anglican heritage. The ELC also participate in the Junior
Athletics Carnival.

Music (ELC 4)
Ms Marton, our specialist Music Teacher, shares her love
of music in many ways – encouraging the girls to coordinate music and movement, exposing them to music
from around the world, introducing them to the wonderful
world of instruments, as well as incorporating a variety of
new and challenging songs to sing.

ELC 3
Beach Kinder
Music and Movement
Tabloid sport and games

Library (ELC 3 and ELC 4)

ELC 4

The girls have the opportunity to visit the Kerferd Library
weekly, where they excitedly borrow a book in their library
bag and respectfully listen to a story in the Book Nook –
read by our Junior School Librarian, Mr Owen.

Music and Movement
Tabloid sport and games
PMP
Swimming Lessons

Chinese (ELC 3 and ELC 4)

Learning about healthy lifestyles including nutrition,
personal hygiene is encouraged in everyday practice as
well as during whole group experiences.

Learning a Language Other Than English (LOTE) at the Early
Learning Centre lays the foundation for further study of
languages, fosters an appreciation of the role of language and
a growing awareness and appreciation of different cultures.
It is through play that the children learn the foundations
of communicating in Chinese – through greetings, games
and the interactions of general classroom language, family,
colours, numbers, days of the week, favourite pastimes,
songs and stories, the seasons, nature, food and places.
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T H E E A R LY Y E A R S
LEARNING FRAMEWORK
The Early Years Learning Framework is part of the Council of Australian Government’s (COAG)
reform agenda for early childhood education and care.
The Victorian Framework sets the highest expectation
for every child.

This framework aims to raise quality and drive continuous
improvement and consistency and care services through:

It identifies five Early Years Learning and Development
Outcomes for all children:

• A national legislative framework

• Children have a strong sense of identity

• A national quality rating and assessment process

• Children are connected with and contribute to their world

• A new national body called the Australian Children’s
Education and Care Quality Authority.

• A national quality standard

• Children have a strong sense of wellbeing
• Children are confident and involved learners

The national legislative framework is established through
an applied law system and consists of:

• Children are effective communicators

• The Education and Care Services National Law

The Victorian Framework describes each of these
outcomes for children from birth to eight years, linking
the learning outcomes from the Early Years Learning
Framework for Australia to the Victorian Essential Learning
Standards (VELS) Levels 1 and 2. The Outcomes provide
a shared language for all early childhood professionals and
families to use when planning for children’s learning and
development.

• The Education and Care Services National Regulations
The National Quality Standard sets a new national
benchmark for the quality of education and care services.
The National Quality Standard is divided into seven
Quality Areas:
• QA1: Educational program and practice
• QA2: Children’s health and safety

The Victorian Framework identifies eight Practice Principles
for Learning and Development, which describe the
most effective ways for early childhood professionals to
work together and with children and families to facilitate
learning and development. These Principles are based on
the pedagogy of the Early Years Learning Framework for
Australia, the Prep to Year 12 Principles of Learning and
Teaching, and on the latest international evidence about
the best way to support children’s learning.

• QA3: Physical environment
• QA4: Staffing arrangements
• QA5: Relationships with children
• QA6: Collaborative partnerships with families and
communities
• QA7: Leadership and service management
The National Quality Standard aims to promote:
• The safety, health and wellbeing of children

In addition, the Victorian Framework emphasises the
importance of supporting childrens’ and families’ transition
as they move within and across services throughout the
early childhood period.

• A focus on achieving outcomes for children through
high quality educational programs

National Quality Framework

National quality rating and
assessment process

• Families’ understanding of what distinguishes a quality
service

On 1 January 2012, the National Quality Framework was
established and applies to most long day care, family day
care, preschool (or kindergarten) and outside school hours
care services.

Approved Services are assessed and rated against each of
the seven Quality Areas of the National Quality Standard
and the National Regulations.
Mentone Girls’ Grammar ELC was assessed in 2017 and
received a overall rating of EXCEEDING.
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O P E R AT I O N S
Hours

Location: Junior School.

ELC 3 (ELC 3 Kinder)		

Before School Care Hours: 7.00am - 8.45am

Monday – Friday
8.45am – 3pm
Students can attend for 3, 4 or 5 days each week.

After School Care Hours: 3.00pm – 6.00pm

ELC 4 (ELC 4)

If you are running late for pick up your daughter will be
taken to our out of hours care program (Camp Australia)
and you will be able to collect her from there and sign her
out. Please note: charges may apply depending on time of
collection.

Tuesday – Friday (4 days per week)
Monday – Friday (5 days per week)

Late Collection & Authorised Contacts

8.45am – 3pm
8.45am – 3pm

Out of School Hours Care Program

If you require someone other than your designated
contacts to collect your daughter please let the teacher/s
know in person, via the sign in sheet or in writing via email.
To ensure the safety and wellbeing of our students we do
not like to approve verbal changes over the phone.

The Out of School Hours Care Program is located in the
Junior School across the road from the ELC and is run
by Camp Australia. The programs have access to school
facilities and are activity based.
Your child must be registered with Camp Australia in order
to use the service casually or on an ongoing regular basis.
We recommend you do this in case of an emergency even
if you do not plan to use the service regularly.

Camp Australia Contact Details
Children must be booked into the Out of School
Hours program in order to attend the program. Further
information is available at www.campaustralia.com.au or
Tel: 1300 105 343

ELC children who are attending Before School Care are
brought over to the ELC at 8.45am and signed in by the
Camp Australia staff. ELC children attending After School
Care are taken to the Junior School at 3.00pm by a Camp
Australia staff member and signed out by the ELC teachers.
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TRANSITIONS

The focus is on respectful, reciprocal relationships between
students, families and educators and the Transition Program
is well planned and effectively evaluated. Knowing our
students, understanding their strengths and their challenges
enables us to provide optimum opportunities for individual
children and ensures a successful and cohesive transition
to ‘big school’. Information regarding our transition to Prep
program is advertised on the ELC 4 Pre Prep mConnect
homepage.

New students to our centre
Starting Preschool/School is a major life transition for both
children and their families. At Mentone Girls’ Grammar we
acknowledge that this transition can be challenging and
exciting; and is a time for change in which children, families
and educators adjust to new roles, identities, expectations,
interaction and relationships.

If your daughter is transitioning to Prep at an alternative
primary school, we ask that you inform your home group
teacher of transition dates and times and who to contact
in order to send your daughter’s Transition Statement.

It is our aim to make your daughter’s transition to our
Centre as smooth as possible. Our transition program
begins the year prior to starting and continuing through
Term 1. At times, new girls begin during the year, and a
similar introductory program is designed for each girl.

Transition Learning and Development
Statements

Transition from ELC 3 to ELC 4

The Transition Learning and Development Statement has
been designed to assist families and educators to share
information and specific strategies to support each child’s
learning and development. The government required
statement allows for parents, the child and educators to
inform their Prep teachers of their learning so far. These
statement will be distributed to families and schools in
Term 4.

A detailed handover is undertaken between teachers to
support this transition, and parent have the opportunity
to meet their new teachers through Parent Information
Evenings and Parent Teacher Interviews. We also encourage
parents to view the mConnect ELC homepage which has
further information regarding upcoming transition events
as well as information regarding the curriculum in ELC 4.
Transition to Prep
Our staff recognise the importance of effective transition
from the Early Learning Centre to the Junior School.
The ELC 4 Teachers and Junior School Prep Educators
collaborate closely to ensure handover information about
students is well understood, shared and valued.
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OUR DAY

Settling In

Our daily timetable is a flexible one. This flexibility allows
us to continuously meet the ever-changing interests of the
students and to extend their thinking through the learning
environment. Most days our routines are fairly similar,
although there will be variation as we travel around the
school to use different facilities, or have visiting teachers
from the school share their knowledge. Developing
independence, thinking skills, creativity and a love of
learning are key concepts that we want to impart to the
girls each day.

Some children settle into an early learning program quickly
and happily while others feel shy and may cry on their
first days. As they get used to the program, their new
surroundings and the staff, they will be eager to start each
day’s experiences. We will do everything we can to make
your daughter feel safe, secure and supported in what may
be their first time away from their parents.
Signing In
For safety and security reasons, parents are required to
sign their child in and out of the Centre. The arrival and
departure time of your daughter must be documented
and signed. If your daughter is to attend the out of
school-hours program please ensure you note that clearly
in the pick up area. Please do not fill out the departure
information until you collect your daughter.

Our school day begins at 8.45am where our girls are
welcomed into the classroom. Our ELC 3 students and
families are invited into the classroom to empty their
bags, wash their hands and settle into the day. Our ELC
4 students, in order to encourage independence, are
gradually encouraged to say goodbye to their parents
at the door, and come into the room and prepare for
their day.

Events and Celebrations

Our school day encompasses the implementation of our
curriculum (see page 6), a mid morning snack, lunch, and
opportunities for rest.

We encourage the active involvement of families in our
program. We provide a number of events and celebrations
throughout the year which family members will be invited
to attend.

Our school day concludes at 3.00pm. We invite family
members into the classrooms to collect their daughter,
peruse the experiences and chat to the teachers
if necessary.

There are also social functions that are organised by the
Early Learning Centre and the Parents’ Association of
the School.

• Lunch box

There are many spontaneous occasions to attend during
the year. Two class representatives will be chosen for each
group and they will be responsible for facilitating and
communicating with our parents and families during the
year on Parents’ Association activities.

• Morning tea box

ELC Uniform

Items your daughters will need: we ask that you
name your daughter’s items.
• Reusable drink bottle

• Rest bag including a small pillow, sheet and blanket. Due
to space restrictions we ask that you do not send large
sleeping bags and mats. We would prefer the pillow,
sheet and blanket to fit inside a standard library bag.

• Short sleeve polo – school design
• Red shorts – school design
• Red fleece track top – school design

• Library bag – there are library bags available to be
purchased in the school shop

• Red fleece track pants – school design

• Ballet clothes and bag – optional activity
(to remain at school)

• Bucket hat – school design

• School bag & uniform

• Red polar fleece – school design

• MGG bucket hat for summer (to remain at school)

• Summer check dress – school design (Summer only)

• Water proof warm coat for outdoor play in the winter
months (to remain at school)

• Black leather shoes – (Velcro fasteners) to be worn
with School dress (Summer only)

• White long sleeve t-shirt – school design
• White runners (velcro fasteners)

• Sunscreen (preferably roll on and easy for them to use)
• Spare underwear and socks (to remain at school)

E A R LY L E A R N I N G
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FOOD

Lunches

We encourage you to provide healthy options in your
daughter’s lunchbox. We use our meal times as wonderful
social opportunities where we gather together as a
whole to share ideas, chat about our day and discuss
healthy eating.

Parents are encouraged to send their daughter lunch in
a named container. We encourage the girls to develop
awareness about food that is nutritious and encourage
them to eat their fruit and sandwiches/ main item prior to
any treats.

Some Lunchbox tips:

As we will also be developing their awareness of the
environment and teaching them to reuse and recycle, we
encourage you to send them with a reusable drink bottle
for water.

• Fresh fruit
• Crunchy vegetables - carrot, celery, cucumber, sticks,
cherry tomatoes etc

Food intolerances

• A dairy food – cheese, milk or yoghurt ( we suggest
you freeze milk or yoghurt the night before in warm
weather)

On occasions when there are girls in our Centre that
have been identified as having severe allergies (including
anaphylaxis) to a number of allergens, a list will be placed
in the foyer, so that parents are aware of foods to consider
avoiding. We ask parents to respect these children as they
prepare their own child’s food for snack and lunch.

• A protein food – slice of lean meat, tuna, salmon, egg
etc.
• Starchy food – bread, roll, flat bread, wrap, fruit bread,
crackers

Parents/guardians are asked to identify any food allergies or
religious requirements to their daughter’s teacher verbally
or via email, and on the enrolment form. This will ensure
that staff are aware of these requirements when planning
our cooking program and other occasions where all the
children in the centre will eat together. Parents of children
with allergies will be consulted before cooking activities
take place, to make sure each girl can participate safely.

Water – please send a water bottle with your daughter
each day
Morning Tea
Morning tea is to be sent in a small named container
separate to their lunch box and may include some fruit,
yoghurt, popcorn, cheese, dry biscuits, rice crackers
and dip.
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Health and attendance

Toys from home

Regular attendance is important for all children however
children who are unwell recover best at home. Requests
cannot be made for children to remain indoors for the day.
Please also be considerate of the other children and staff
at the Early Learning Centre.

We discourage toys being brought from home into the
Centre as they get lost and other girls want to play with
them. One cuddly toy can be brought in for quiet time and
needs to fit inside their school bag.
Birthdays

Please do not send your child to the ELC if they have a bad
cold as it is easily spread to other members of the group.

If you are choosing to celebrate your daughter’s birthday
with a party, please consider using email, using the contact
details supplied by your class representative. To help your
daughter celebrate her special day we provide a certificate
and sticker and celebrate by joining together for a song
and presentation.

If your child has an infectious disease, please let us know,
as we will inform you of the length of time your child is
required to stay at home. If your child has an ongoing
condition or allergy it is important for us to be aware of
this so as to provide the best possible care.

If you would like to send something to share we ask that
no food products be sent and recommend a small trinket
such as bubbles, stickers or a pencil and paper.

Independent toileting
At ELC we encourage independent toileting. Toileting
accidents do happen on occasion. Children will be
supported and made to feel comfortable if this occurs. If
your child has frequently occurring accidents an action plan
will be decided upon between the classroom teacher and
the parents.

Individual documentation of learning
Each child will have an individual learning journey book.
The book will be a collection of thoughts, learning stories,
images and photographs reflecting on their development
over the year. Your daughter and her teachers will choose
the items that go into the portfolio enabling her to reflect
on her activities, achievements and favourite things along
with whole of class experiences.

Spare clothes
Children often require a change of clothes due to a
toileting accident or getting wet when having fun playing.
We ask that you provide a spare pair of underpants and
socks. We will provide a change of uniform that should be
washed before returning.
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This will cover all on foot excursions for the year. On foot
excursions will be to the main school campus and the local
Mentone environment. This may include the beach, shops
and local reserves. Parents will be informed of the date of
any on foot excursion via mConnect. All other excursions
require parents to give permission for the attendance at
the excursion via Care Monkey.

Sun protection
Mentone Girls’ Grammar School’s Sun Smart Policy has
been developed to ensure that all children attending
this School are protected from skin damage caused by
harmful ultra-violet rays of the sun. It is to be implemented
throughout the year, but with particular emphasis from
September through to April.
From September to April – outdoor activities

Immunisation

Mentone Girls’ Grammar School ELC will use a
combination of sun protection during the months of high
UV levels. This will include:

The new “No Jab, No Play” legislation requires all parents/
guardians seeking to enrol their child at an early childhood
service in Victoria to provide evidence that the child is:

• Shade – Management makes sure there is sufficient
number of shaded areas in outdoor gardens including
tree shade and shade sails.

• Fully immunised for their age OR

• Hats – We ask that each child has a named Mentone
Girls’ Grammar sunhat, which remains at school in
their tub.

• “Conscientious Objection” will not be an exemption.

• On a vaccination catch-up program OR
• Unable to be fully immunised for medical reasons.
• Homeopathic immunisation will not be recognised as a
form of immunisation.

• Sunscreen – Parents are asked to make sure that sun
protection (preferably 50+/30+) is applied at the
beginning of each day. Children will be asked to bring
a roll-on sunscreen to school (to be kept in their tub)
so that they can be assisted in becoming responsible to
apply sun protection in the afternoons.

Medications
If your child requires medication during the ELC day we
are required to have written permission in the accident/
illness/medication record. If you do not sign the record
the school nurse will telephone you for verbal permission
which will be verified by another staff member. We are
otherwise legally unable to administer medication. Please
consider whether your daughter will be comfortable at the
ELC if they do require medication for illness.

Excursions
Children learn from experience; therefore, excursions are
seen as a valuable part of the program. Careful planning
is needed to ensure the success of an excursion. Planning
will include risk management assessments, as well as
discussions with the girls to ensure that they understand
the expectations and the rationale of the excursion.
Parents will be asked to provide written permission for any
excursion by signing a form at the beginning of the year in
the Confidential Enrolment details package.

If children require Ventolin to be given on a regular
basis then an action plan from the family doctor must
be given to the centre to be kept with the children’s
records. This is a Department of Education and Early
Childhood requirement.
All First Aid given for any accidents will be written up on
the appropriate forms, and parents notified .
If diarrhoea or vomiting occurs, girls are required to remain
away from school for at least 24 hours following the
last episode.
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The following table sets out the time a child must be excluded from the ELC, or until a medical certificate is produced.
Disease or Condition

Exclusion of Cases

Exclusion of Contacts

Chicken Pox

Until fully recovered or at least one week after
the eruption first appears

Not excluded

Conjunctivitis (acute infections)

Until discharge from eyes has stopped

Not excluded

Diphtheria

Until receipt of medical certificate of recovery

Domiciliary contacts until investigated from infection
by the medical officer of health of the Department
and shown to be clear of infection

Giardiasis (diarrhoea)

Until diarrhoea has stopped

Not excluded

Hepatitis A
(Infectious Hepatitis)

Until receipt of a medical certificate of recovery
from infection, or until symptoms disappear

Not excluded

Hepatitis B

Until recovery from acute attack

Not excluded

Impetigo (school sores)

Until sores have fully healed.The child may be
allowed to return earlier provided that appropriate
treatment has begun and that sores on exposed
surfaces such as scalp, face, hands or legs are
properly covered with moisture proof dressings

Not excluded

Leprosy

Until receipt of medical certificate of recovery
from infection

Not excluded

Measles

Until at least 5 days from the appearance
of the rash

Non-immunised contacts must be excluded for rash
or until receipt of a medical certificate 13 days from
first appearance of rash in the recovery of infection
of the last occurring case or unless they are
immunised within 72 hours of first contact.

Meningococcal infection

Until receipt of a medical certificate of recovery

Domiciliary contacts must be excluded until they
have received appropriate Chemotherapy for at least
48 hours

Mumps

Until fully recovered

Not excluded

Pediculosis (head lice)

Until appropriate treatment has begun

Not excluded

Pertussis (whooping cough)

Until two weeks after the onset of illness and until
receipt of a medical certificate of recovery
from infection

Domiciliary contacts must be excluded from
attending a children’s services centre for 21 days
after the last exposure to the infection if they have
not had whooping cough or immunisation against
whooping cough

Poliomyelitis

Until at least 14 days after onset of illness and
until receipt of a medical certificate of recovery
from infection

Not excluded

Ringworm

Until appropriate treatment has begun

Not excluded

Rotavirus (diarrhoea)

Until diarrhoea has stopped

Not excluded

Rubella

Until fully recovered or at least 5 days after onset
of rash

Not excluded

Scabies

Until appropriate treatment has begun

Not excluded

Shigella (diarrhoea)

Until diarrhoea has stopped

Not excluded

Streptococcal infection
including Scarlet Fever

Until receipt of medical certificate of recovery

Not excluded

Trachoma

Until appropriate treatment has begun

Not excluded

Tuberculosis

Until receipt of medical certificate from a health
officer of the Department that the child is not
considered to be infectious

Not excluded

Typhoid and Paratyphoid

Until receipt of a medical certificate of recovery
from infection

Not excluded until the Medical Officer of Health
or a health officer of the Department considers
exclusion to be necessary

Parents must let teachers know of any infectious disease that develops in their family, or to which your child has been exposed, so that
staff can notify the other families in your child’s group/and/or the School community.
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Concerns

Child safe procedures

If you have any concerns or queries, please make a time
to discuss this with your daughter’s teacher before or after
school hours. If you have a serious concern, which cannot
be addressed by the teacher, you will need to make an
appointment with the ELC Team Leader. We also enjoy
hearing the positives about the Centre, staff and program.

As of August 2017, all adults will need to have a current
Working With Children’s Check in order to spend time
in the centre or help with excursion or class activities.
Working With Children’s Checks are free and can be
applied for by visiting www.workingwithchildren.vic.gov.au
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mCONNECT
mConnect is our School online portal for parent
communications along with a learning management system,
that streamlines information so that parents, students and
staff can each access information that is relevant to them.
It also allows users to subscribe to the content that is of
interest to them such as calendar updates and enables
access to online forms for updating details.

If you are new to the School, or have never accessed
the password manager, please click Self Service Portal.
Otherwise proceed straight to the mConnect Login
Button. After you have set up your password for
the first time, you may want to bookmark
https://mconnect.mentonegirls.vic.edu.au for easy access.
Parent Page

mConnect can be accessed via the external website
www.mentonegirls.vic.edu.au under PORTALS or via
clicking on notifications and emails from the School.

The parent pages of mConnect are designed to provide
you with key information upon logging in.

Miss Jane Citizen
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News and Notices
mConnect contains news and notices for parents on both the Parents pages and in the Notices section. Click on
News and/or Notices to see the daily news and keep up to date with the organisation of the school. These items are
personalised to you and your daughters, so you should only see the ones that are most relevant to you. This makes it
easier for you to keep informed and organise your family.

School Calendar
The Calendar page provides a richer view of the School Calendar, which can be formatted in a daily, monthly or weekly
view for your convenience. You can use the Filter button to personalise your view of the calendar, hiding events that you
don’t want to see.

Clicking Export provides you with a URL which can be copied and entered into an iPhone calendar or Outlook. That way
you can integrate the School calendar with your personal or family calendar on your device.

Parent Directory
One part of what makes Mentone Girls’ Grammar School such a successful school is the strength of our community.
All parents are able to opt-in to their details being listed in the Parent Directory. Accessed via the parent page, parents can
use this page to search for an individual or see a list of the contact details of fellow parents in their daughter’s year level.
Contact information is only visible for parents who consent to having their information shared in this way.
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ELC Class Pages
In our Early Learning Centre, we have class pages on mConnect for parents to access information.
Your daughter’s teacher will add you to the page at the start of the year.
Class pages include:
• News about what has been happening in your daughter’s class, special activities and events
• Teacher blogs about various learning activities
• Important information files that you can download as needed
• Information about current and forthcoming Units of Inquiry
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M Y D E TA I L S
The My Details section of mConnect is our preferred mechanism for you to use to check and update important
information about yourself and your daughter(s) including:
• Your contact details
• Changes to your employment (required for Census purposes)
• Changes to medical information (beyond what is provided to CareMonkey)
• Changes in marital status – separation and divorce
• Important permissions required by the School
To access My Details:
When logged into mConnect:
1. Click on the My Details tile to update your personal details and also for your daughter(s).

Miss Jane Citizen

2. On the top tab, check and update each of the four sections for each parent:
a. Personal
b. Addresses
c. Occupation
d. Census Information

Each student has a tab – work
on one person at a time.

Work
down this
list of
pages
for each
person

Click Edit
to make
changes,
then Save
your
changes
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3. Then, please check and update each of the five sections for your daughter(s):
a. Personal
b. Medical
c. Immunisations & Healthcare
d. Permissions
e. Census information
4. If you wish to change any information, please click the Edit link on the far right of each section and remember to Save
your changes.
Each student has a tab – work
on one person at a time.

Work
down this
list of
pages
for each
person

Click Edit
to make
changes,
then Save
your
changes
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EXCURSION PROCEDURES
– CAREMONKEY
As part of the enrolment process, new parents/guardians
will receive an invitation to join CareMonkey and enter
details for your child/children. By following the instructions,
you can create your own free CareMonkey account and
control all data about your child/children. The CareMonkey
system stores the information on your behalf. You are also
able to share this data with any other group or individual
you choose (e.g., your child’s grandparents, their childminder, their sports club, etc).

As you know we take the health and safety of our students
very seriously. Because of this we have adopted a tried and
tested health and safety application named CareMonkey.
CareMonkey provides an electronic version of the paper
based forms for excursions and camps that we have
previously issued. It provides you with the opportunity to
update medical information promptly and accurately while
providing the school with instant access to the emergency
information provided by you.

From the School’s perspective, this information will only
be visible to the relevant staff for your child and will be
managed in accordance with the Privacy Act. Please feel
free to contact the School if you have any questions
about CareMonkey.

The CareMonkey interface is accessible via a free app
available for Apple and Android devices as well as through
the CareMonkey website (www.caremonkey.com) on any
browser. You can use a PC, laptop, tablet or smartphone to
view, enter and update the details including:
• medical checklist including asthma, allergies, seizures,
diabetes
• emergency contacts
• health and ambulance insurance details
• notes and other care instructions from parents
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N OT E S
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Mentone Girls’ Grammar School
11 Mentone Parade, Mentone VIC 3194
Tel: (+61 3) 9581 1200
Website: mentonegirls.vic.edu.au

